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Abstract
The reflections provided in this article were presented in the 4th Sam
Moyo Memorial Lecture, delivered at the SMAIAS/ASN Summer School
in January 2021. The article focuses on the critical tradition of economic
knowledge and thought about the socio-economic development of the
Caribbean, which began in the last decades of the colonial era. The
advances made through the early Independence period were concerned
with the problems of individual countries and the region as a whole. The
objective was to improve the material economic welfare of the broad
masses of Caribbean people while generating the requisite economic
growth to sustain an improvement in the general conditions of life.
From the thought of W. Arthur Lewis to the Plantation Economy theorists and subsequent critiques, a rich critical tradition emerged, only
to be displaced by the onset of the debt crisis and neoliberalism. This
article reviews the main elements of this critical tradition, its advances,
and retreats, as well as the new challenges presented to it today.
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For Sam
I did not know, but should have known, and I am now glad to know of
the vast accomplishments and contributions of Sam Moyo in building an
independent critical intellectual tradition based in Africa and spreading
out to other continents. Paris Yeros shared with me the commemorative
volume, Rethinking the Social Sciences with Sam Moyo (Jha et al., 2020),
that opened my eyes, awoke familiar themes and concerns, and recalled
many similar intellectual struggles from my student life, and later my
work at the University of the West Indies at Mona in Jamaica.
The attempts of the United States to cultivate allies in the African
leadership—to neo-colonize the thinking of young intellectuals and
public servants—can be traced back to the 1960s in response to the
Soviet Union’s offerings of academic training for the students of newly
independent African countries. One of the American bases was the
University of Wisconsin’s Land Tenure Center and its Department of
Political Science. As a graduate student in Mathematics at that University,
I was fortunate to meet many young and middle-aged academics and
bureaucrats in training from all over Africa, mainly sub-Saharan, but
some North Africans as well who refused to accept the Sahara as a divide
and embraced it as a connector. Through many discussions, we explored
the ideas of Pan-Africanism, and I began to learn both the colonial
history of Africa as well as glimpses of the anti-colonial perspective. At
many a party, our Caribbean and African brothers and sisters re-discovered
their cultural connections in music and dance, and for me, the cultural
connections deepened the interest in the liberation struggles, the struggles
for social and economic development, and the connections among them.
As a Jamaican, and more broadly Caribbean student, I was struggling
with many of the same issues as the Africans, as the colonial powers
began to cede political Independence while maintaining economic
control over their Caribbean territories. The Caribbean has a long history
of liberation struggles of unsuccessful resistance to Spanish colonization
by the indigenous Kalinago (Carib) and Taino (Arawak) populations, of
guerilla warfare waged by Africans who rejected slavery, took to the hills
of Jamaica and the forests of Suriname to build Maroon communities, of
the epochal Haitian revolution, of eventually successful Emancipation
through the struggles of the enslaved Africans, and most recently, the
Cuban revolution.
Political Independence had come to the Anglo-Caribbean in the
midst of a developing critique of colonialism and its scholarship, and
despite extreme repression, an emergent Afrocentric critique associated
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primarily with Garveyism and the movements it inspired such as the
Rastafarian movement. In the midst of the post-independence phase of
the ferment, a celebrated young historian from Guyana, Walter Rodney,
who was working at the Mona campus of the University of the West
Indies in Jamaica, began to produce studies linking the Caribbean and
African revolutions. In the late 1960s, he worked at the University of
Dar es Salaam, during which there was a famous debate between him
and Ali Mazrui, then the celebrated Kenyan political scientist, and in
1972, he published his classic How Europe Underdeveloped Africa
(Rodney, 1972). Rodney epitomized the activist intellectual, the
people’s scholar, who bridged the Caribbean-African intellectual divide,
and was to pay for his work with exile from Jamaica and later
assassination in his native Guyana.
I will return to the nature of the anti-colonial Caribbean critique, but
in my view, equally important to frame the context of my meeting with
my fellow students from Africa was the cultural revolution symbolized
by the music of Bob Marley which connected viscerally with many of
my African brothers and sisters, especially at parties, where we sang and
danced to the music of the Congo, West African High Life, music from
Southern Africa, Trinidadian calypso, and Jamaican reggae.
In exile at the University of Wisconsin was the South African writer
A. C. Jordan, his wife, the freedom fighter and mother-figure, Phyllis,
and their family who in many ways became the host family to the African
students, and to me by extension. Parenthetically, A. C. Jordan’s
contemporary writer was Peter Abrahams, who had also been exiled by
the apartheid government of South Africa, and migrated to Jamaica in
1956, where he worked as a journalist until his passing in 1997. Shortly
after he arrived in Jamaica, he and my father, who was also a journalist,
became close friends, and it was at a visit to his house that I first learned
about apartheid, which was the first spur to my consciousness about the
African struggles against colonialism.
The students at the University of Wisconsin came from all over subSaharan Africa on USAID grants, or other US aid for students. Some
went on to leadership roles in the Ethiopian revolution—I had been close
to the meetings when the Ethiopian students’ movement split. All
the Southern Africans were in one way or another connected with the
liberation movements, and hence close to the Jordans. Pallo Jordan, their
son, was the first foreign minister, I think, for Mandela’s government.
Two of the Central Africans I remember were the Congolese political
scientists Nzongola Ntalaja in Madison—Nzongola had a piece on
Lumumba in the UK’s The Guardian in May 2021, and Jacques
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Depelchin whom I met at Stanford. I remember, and I am still in touch
with, Okello Oculi, the writer, from Uganda. These were my teachers
about the liberation struggles, the neocolonialist backlash, and the
unlimited possibilities of African development. They were the new PanAfricanists, as intellectual successors of Nkrumah, Lumumba, and
Padmore.
The nightly reasonings excited my interest in economics, and
I eventually switched to that discipline. When I completed my PhD, I
returned to Jamaica, with the intention of leaving my young family in the
care of my grandparents, so I could go on to what was then the University
of Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland, as my base for continued work
with the African National Congress (ANC). As it turned out, family
responsibilities dictated that I stay in Jamaica, and I took up a lectureship
at the UWI. Jamaica, then, was in the euphoria for some, and the pain for
others, of promised social change led by Michael Manley, in the ferment
of reggae music, and in the focus of the lens of the United States as the
hotspot for social change—communism, their propagandists claimed—
in the Caribbean. What I lost with the separation from my African
colleagues, I was to find with my Caribbean brethren.

Caribbean Thought: Advances
There is a critical tradition within the body of economic knowledge and
thought about the socio-economic development of the Caribbean, which
began in the last decades of the colonial era, waxed vibrant for the first 20
to 25 years of political Independence, and persists in somewhat attenuated
forms to the present. Within it, and through it, scholars analyzed the
problems of the individual countries and the region as a whole with a
view to improving the material economic welfare of the broad masses
of Caribbean people, while generating the requisite economic growth to
sustain an improvement in the general conditions of life. Self-consciously
adopting and promoting the perceived interests of the working people,
these scholars waged a long and distinguished struggle against the ideas
in economic theory that justified and rationalized the disenfranchisement
and exploitation of the working people in colonial economies, and their
persistence after political Independence.
Historians of economic thought trace the roots of these ideas in policy
positions articulated as far back as the nineteenth century, before there
was a distinct body of ideas that could be called Caribbean economic
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thought.1 The critical tradition of Caribbean economic thought proper
was arguably initiated by the work of W. Arthur Lewis, born in St. Lucia,
educated at the London School of Economics, and awarded the Nobel
prize in Economics in 1979 for his research in problems of economic
development. He is best known for his research into the economic history
of West Africa, and his theory of economic growth as the basis for
economic development. Lewis’ critique of English colonial agricultural
policy focused on the export of primary agricultural commodities for
processing by the manufacturing industries in the mother country, but the
critique was easily extended to other colonial experiences. Following
that, he rejected the tenet of colonial policy that manufacturing should be
reserved for the colonial power while the colony should remain
specialized in primary production.
Lewis began his career in the late 1930s in the immediate aftermath
of the publication of Keynes’ famous work, The General Theory of
Employment, Interest, and Money, which posited public expenditure,
and by extension the role of the state, in the pivotal role of managing—
smoothing out—the inherent cycles in capitalist development. In the
path-breaking paper, “Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies
of Labour” (Lewis, 1954), which was one of the principal reasons for
the award of the Nobel Prize, Lewis returned to the focus of the
classical economists on capital accumulation and expanded economic
reproduction.2 Like the classicals, he applied a two-sector model—a
“modern” and a “backward” sector—to the analysis of the growth of an
underdeveloped labor-surplus economy with a focus on the generation
of employment. The policy recommendations that flowed from the
analysis was that the state should incentivize capital investment in
export manufacturing—the modern sector—that would draw labor
from the backward sector—essentially, agriculture—which had a
surplus of labor. The surplus of labor was ultimately generated by the
pattern of uneven land ownership that confined the majority of ex-slaves
in the case of the Caribbean territories to marginal lands, if any at all.
A common thread of the colonial experience was the separation of
indigenous producers from the land in historical processes that
concentrated land ownership in the hands of the colonizers while
creating landless underclasses.
Where local savings could not generate the capital for investment,
Lewis suggested that the state should incentivize foreign capital to
invest in export manufacturing. Foreign capitalists had the important
advantage of access to the foreign markets to which the exports would
be sent.
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The growth of manufacturing would absorb the excess labor up to the
point where the average productivity of the agriculture sector rose to a
level that provided a living wage for those remaining in that sector. In
short, the problem of unemployment, and hence poverty, was to be solved
by capital accumulation for export manufacturing that provided jobs in the
modern sector. Eventually, the expansion would lead to the rise in wages
and the fall in the rate of profit, thereby undermining the global
competitiveness of the economy. At this point, a shift in technology would
become necessary, thereby moving the economy to a higher level of
technology if the process of development were to continue. This caricature
of Lewis’ principal views acknowledges that his theoretical contributions
were much broader than economic growth, and far more nuanced with
respect to the problematic of economic development.
There were problems with this analysis, not least of which was that
incentivizing foreign capital would inevitably strengthen its hegemony
which had been consolidated in the colonial period over the labor-surplus
but capital-deficit Caribbean economy. In addition, interpreted narrowly,
it paid insufficient attention to the challenges of access to foreign
markets. Nevertheless, governments adopted this strategy3 as early as the
eve of their political Independence and re-committed themselves to it
after Independence. It is safe to say that even today, more than 60 years
after Lewis articulated the strategy, Caribbean governments are still
committed to export-propelled economic growth, and some are
suggesting that this approach to economic development accounts for the
success of Singapore, South Korea, and other Southeast Asian economies,
and most recently China. The commitments by Caribbean governments
have been so single-minded as to ignore the costs of this strategy to
social and environmental development, and there is very little success in
terms of economic growth and employment to show for this strategy
in the Caribbean.
In the early 1960s, several Caribbean economists, with the support of
other social scientists, dismissed Lewis’ call for incentive-led capital
accumulation for export-propelled growth as proposing “industrialization
by invitation.” This was a central critique of Lewis’ strategy in the work
of the New World scholars that was rooted in economic critique but
extended into all spheres of social analysis. With few exceptions, most
notably Kari Polanyi Levitt of Austria-Hungary and Canada, and Archie
Singham of Ceylon-Sri Lanka, the scholars were indigenous to the
Anglo-Caribbean, or the West Indies as it was called in the 1950s and
1960s. They sought to reinterpret conventional and radical theories for
the analysis of Caribbean reality.
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Kari Polanyi Levitt recalls that the Mona campus of the University of
the West Indies in Jamaica was the crucible of West Indian intellectual
life in the 1960s. In her words, noted in an interview given to this author,
The New World (NW) groups were essentially independent open forums, not
affiliated with any academic institution. All involvement was voluntary; contributors were not paid; revenue came from sales of its eponymous journal
first published in Guyana, by Lloyd Best in 1963, and advertisements. The
most important NW groups were in Jamaica and Trinidad, but the NW group
in Montreal, largely composed of West Indian graduate students at McGill
University, also played a significant role.

The central theoretical economic contribution of New World thinkers
was the Plantation Economy, first elaborated by Lloyd Best and Kari
Polanyi Levitt in 1968. Best was Trinidadian and Levitt is the daughter
of the celebrated European intellectual, Karl Polanyi, and an Emeritus
Professor of McGill University in Canada. She had written a critique of
Canadian economic dependence in a book called Silent Surrender, and
later participated in a project to construct a model of the Trinidadian
economy. It was the latter experience that brought her into contact with
Caribbean thinkers, and her former work which fed into the critique of
orthodox economics that was called Plantation Economy (Levitt & Best,
2009).
Best published the seminal article, “Outlines of a Model of the Pure
Plantation Economy” in 1968, outlining a sequence of three models
that sought to capture the three historical phases of Caribbean
economies: “Pure Plantation Economy” covered the period of the slave
economy, and “Plantation Economy Modified” and “Plantation
Economy Further Modified” covered the post-Emancipation period, up
to the early years of Political Independence.4 Instead of an interconnected
set of markets in a stand-alone economy with some international trade,
the plantation economy was conceived as the “hinterland” of a
“metropole,” as the dependent of a colonial power, integrally tied with
trade, investment, monetary, and technological links to the metropole.
The hinterland itself was described as a set of stand-alone plantations,
each tied directly to a merchant house in the metropole which supplied
the plantation with capital and inputs, and in turn received all of the
output of the plantation. There was little exchange among
the plantations, each being a “total institution” that provided all the
services it needed to itself. A slave born on a plantation could live his/
her whole life on the planation unless he/she was traded to another
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plantation with similar structure and circumstances. In this sense, the
plantation was a mini version of the whole society with its own
economy, its culture, and its own governance.
Apart from the plantation sector, there was also a “residentiary
sector,” originally established by persons who had escaped slavery, and
later expanded by freed ex-slaves, on marginal lands that they had
“captured” from the “Crown.”5 These were subsistence producers.
Especially in the second and third stages in the post-Emancipation
period—Plantation Economy Modified and Plantation Economy Further
Modified—the residentiary sector supplied low-wage labor to the
plantations and foodstuffs grown on small farms to feed the plantations’
low-wage labor force.
The plantation economy theorists explained the adjustment processes
within this class of economies as responses to changes in the terms of
trade with the traditional metropolitan economies with which they were
historically integrated. The price of the export staple produced by the
plantation economy moved in a cycle that, in turn, generated a comparable
cycle for the terms of trade between the metropole and the hinterland.
Adjustment to declining terms of trade—essentially weak or falling
export prices—was by way of economic contraction, the release of labor
to fend for themselves, and hence unemployment. On the other hand,
increasing terms of trade due to rising export prices led to expansion,
the absorption of labor, and higher profits for the plantation owners. The
dynamic for the economy inhered in the price movements of
the monocrop that it exported. Poverty for the masses of working people
was endemic in this economy. Though it was not considered,
environmental despoliation was also endemic.
Already in 1965, William Demas had written the Economics of
Development of Small Economies, with the focus on the limitations
of the small size of the domestic economy, that led to the inevitability of
small economies pursuing export-propelled growth. He focused on
Rostow’s “enclave economy” as the category most relevant to the export
enclaves of the Caribbean. In his view, development required structural
transformation of a type whereby the rate of domestic savings increased
to finance domestic investment, so as to build the inter-sectoral linkages
within the economy, develop its markets and internalize the capacity for
technological transformation.
This, too, implied that the development of the ex-colonies in the
Caribbean required structural transformation away from the disarticulated
economies that had been specialized for monocrop export to the colonial
power. In that sense, it critiqued the colonial development model that
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consigned the colony to what Nkrumah called the “hewers of wood and
the drawers of water.”
Yet another theme of the critical tradition was characteristically
expressed in the work of the late Professor George Beckford of
the Department of Economics, Mona, in the breadth of fields within the
discipline of economics interpreted in its widest sense, and in the depth of
his philosophical inquiry. He pioneered work in quantitative price analysis,
agricultural policy and planning, and more generally, economic planning,
as well as more broadly in the theory of economic development.
He is perhaps best known for his highly original, comprehensive, and
thorough analysis of the plantation as an economic institution, which
demonstrated that from its traditional position of dominance in the
colonial economy, it continued to determine the possibilities of social
and economic development in Caribbean societies even after political
Independence through its control of resources and the shaping of the
dominant business culture. Indeed, a central theme which stretched
throughout the lifetime of his work was that the creative potential of the
region resided in its working people, especially the peasantry that had
emerged in the residentiary sector, but that this creativity was historically
denied expression in the sphere of production by the domination of
society’s resources, especially land, by the plantation and other such
institutions. Furthermore, these institutions embodied a hierarchy of
race-class relations, which underpin “persistent poverty” in modern
Caribbean society.6
Beckford’s focus on the plantation was an explicit critique of the
model of the socially disembodied firm that was the basis of neoclassical
microeconomics, but which bore little resemblance to the principal units
of production in the Caribbean. Instead, the model of the plantation
served as the microeconomic foundations of Plantation Economy, but
with a twist. That is, at the same time, as a total institution, it was a
microcosm of the whole economy and the whole society. Indeed, analysis
of the dynamics of the plantation was both micro- and macro-economic
analysis of Caribbean economy.
Beckford was one of the leading thinkers in the New World group.
Like his colleagues, the spirit of his work was imbued with originality of
conception of the problematic of underdevelopment in the Caribbean,
and often of the method of analysis, but always with an inviolable respect
for facts. He led by the example of his work, and as editor of the group’s
journal, New World Quarterly. Furthermore, he inspired the network of
critical thinkers from a variety of walks of life with his commitment to
improving the lives of the ordinary Caribbean people in whose creativity
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and resilience he was supremely confident. Indeed, he drew his inspiration
from their historic and daily struggles, and he passed this on in his
teaching, his discussions and advocacy, and his organization of ideas.
This commitment to a development process that enhances the quality of
life of the masses of Caribbean people and the involvement in various
ways in the policy formulation process is a distinguishing feature of the
critical tradition within Caribbean economic thought. Many of them
were activist scholars or public scholars as Professor Mark Figueroa has
called them.
Norman Girvan extended the perspectives of the Plantation Economy
with the concept of dependent underdevelopment, stressing the
importance of economic dependence as structure and the dominant role
of institutions, especially the Multinational Corporation (MNC). Like
the dependence of the plantation on a merchant house in the metropole,
the modern MNC was headquartered in an advanced/developed economy
with its dependent branches in the underdeveloped and backward
economies that were former colonies. As such, the terms of trade between
the two economies were determined by prices internal to the MNC as
transactions that were conducted between the headquarters of the MNC
in the metropole and its branches in the hinterland as the Plantation
Economists termed the relationship.
Girvan’s analysis focused on the mining corporations in the bauxite/
alumina, copper, and other mineral export economies. His approach
linked his work logically to the analysis of the dependency school as
represented in the works of Theotonio Dos Santos and Osvaldo Sunkel,
to the structuralist critique of Celso Furtado, and to the center-periphery
analysis of Samir Amin. An extended visit to the Third World Forum in
Dakar to work with Samir Amin stimulated Girvan to deepen his analysis
toward the content of capital accumulation in dependency relations
beyond the institutional form of the relationship.7
These ideas originated in the direct critique of Lewis, and indirectly
in the critique of neoclassical economics, especially the theory of the
firm. Eventually, in the 1970s, they too came under critical scrutiny from
Marxist perspectives (Bernal et al., 1984) for the little attention they paid
to the class/race dynamics of dependent underdevelopment, for the
insufficient attention to the nature of capitalist accumulation, and for
ignoring the class character of the Caribbean state. Even within the New
World trend, there was an incipient Marxist critique that drew attention
to the capitalist character of Caribbean economies. Professor Clive
Thomas (1974), for example, focused his analysis on the requirements
for socialist transformation, assuming that a worker-peasant class
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alliance controlled state power. The development challenge was to
transform the neocolonial mode of production on which the economy of
the Caribbean was based using the two “iron laws” of transformation to
match resource use with demand, and to match demand with people’s
needs. It was clearly an approach to the development problematic using
a creative application of Marxist political economy. Marxian political
economy shifted the focus from institutions like the plantation and the
MNC to the form the capitalist mode of production took in the Caribbean,
its relationship to the dominant capitalist mode of production in
the advanced economies which had colonized the region, and the
requirements for transformation paths to a socialist economy.
Actually, Marxist political thought in the Caribbean had pre-dated
Plantation Economy, from early in the twentieth century with the theoretical
and organizational work of George Padmore and C. L. R. James from
Trinidad and Tobago and Hugh Buchanan and Richard Hart in Jamaica.
The organizational work was primarily in labor unions, but there were
contributions to building political parties and the Independence movement
in the region as well. Interestingly, the intellectual context for the Caribbean
was shaped by the Cold War, and many sought a “third” way, a development
path that took the best, and avoided the worst, if there had to be any contact
at all, from both the socialist and capitalist worlds.

Caribbean Economic Thought: Retreat
This rich tradition of critical thought receded in the face of the economic
power of the IMF and the World Bank, the prestige of the Washington
Consensus among political leaders, and the generation of economists that
succeeded the New World thinkers, and the military might of the United
States. In the academic literature in the Caribbean and the curricula in the
universities, it was displaced by sectoral studies, particularly monetary
studies, that sought to contribute to the management of the economy,
defined conventionally—balanced budgets, stable prices, low debt. The
rationale was that these conditions would somehow lead to economic
growth, the benefits of which would trickle down to the masses of the
population.
Jamaica led the way in the Caribbean into a debt crisis that reflected
an underlying crisis of production. Export production of sugar, bananas,
and bauxite and alumina, in particular, had become less competitive in a
world of weakening demand for traditional primary product exports,
rising energy costs, and rising labor and social costs. The first two
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reasons for the loss of competitiveness resulted from a reorganization of
the international economy with new and cheaper substitutes for Jamaican,
and more broadly, many Third World, primary product exports and the
global energy crisis. Suffice it here to say that Jamaica and the postColumbus Caribbean were born with, and specialized for, the world
economy as it emerged in the seventeenth century. For a variety of
political and technological reasons, the changing international division
of labor in the last decades of the twentieth century marginalized these
economies that were specialized for, and integral to, the old international
economy. Whereas globalization began to make inroads into indigenous
economies elsewhere in the Third World in the 1970s with consequences
for the development of those economies, globalization was leaving the
Caribbean behind.
The third set of factors, rising domestic costs, arose from the struggles
of the working people that began 25 years before political Independence
in 1962, and arguably hastened the process of Independence throughout
the region. Independence did not bring the employment for workers, nor
land for the small farmers, and hence the relief from poverty that the
working people expected. Industrial unrest, often tailed by the leaders of
the labor movement, black nationalist rejection of discrimination and
assertion of their culture, and persistent demands for land found
expression in the movement led by Michael Manley for democratic
socialism.
Manley’s government sought to address the unrealized popular
expectations of the working people with a raft of policies and programs
to improve the living conditions of workers and to promote the equality
of women in the workplace. Pressed for resources, the government
sought to negotiate a greater share of the earnings of the bauxite/alumina
industry, and eventually had to legislate it in the face of the obstinacy of
the multinational mining companies. This was justified as taking control
of the commanding heights of the economy. Along with the promotion of
import substitution, especially of imported food with local products, the
Manley government gave a listening ear to its supporters on the leftwing of his political party who articulated an economic policy of
diversification of international markets, the regulation of critical
domestic markets—basic foods, energy, water, medicines, etc.—and the
encouragement of economic self-reliance.
After a brief but intense internal struggle over the direction of
economic policy within Manley’s People’s National Party in the mid1970s, Manley opted for an IMF stabilization program, over the proposals
of his left of center allies to adopt a more self-reliant path towards a less
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dependent economic development. The internal political struggle within
Manley’s party and the movement it led was influenced by the external
pressures led by the United States and the international financial
institutions, with the support of their local proxies. That began a process
that spiraled Jamaica into a deepening debt trap and more dependence on
economic stabilization loans from the IMF and structural adjustment
loans from the World Bank, which were granted subject to conditionalities
that marginalized the role of the state, deregulated markets, and
liberalized the economy. These policies were the same ones that came to
constitute the Washington Consensus.
In the Eastern Caribbean, the four-year-old Grenadian revolution that
proclaimed socialist development was crushed by a US invasion in 1983,
while it floundered in an internal struggle for leadership. It was the most
explicit expression of the implicit threats against progressive movements
in the region. Almost 40 years later, the progressive movement in the
Anglo-Caribbean has still not recovered. It is as if many of the radical
thinkers and activists folded their tents the day after the crushing of the
Grenadian revolution and merged discretely into the political, academic,
and/or business establishment.
Up to 1983, there had been a vibrant and persistent critique of the
anti-people policies of the international financial institutions that sought
to bind Jamaica, and ultimately the Caribbean, ever more firmly within
the international financial system while simultaneously cheapening the
value of labor and natural resources with imposed devaluations of
the local currency. Indeed, up to then, the academic work critical of the
Washington Consensus policies dominated both academic and public
discourse. But once the Reagan-Thatcher axis succeeded in getting likeminded governments, with popular support, in power, Caribbean thought,
and particularly economic thought, began to shift sharply from critique
to acceptance and even endorsement.
The generation of economists trained in the 1980s, and since, were
oriented to econometric modeling, despite the paucity of extensive and
robust databases of Caribbean data, and around neoclassical problematics
that ignored the development issues that had engaged the critical tradition
of Caribbean thought. Like the North Americans, they abandoned
Classical and Keynesian thought, did not recognize Marxism, ignored
the Plantation Economists, and embraced monetary economics even
more fervently than some of the leading North Americans. Despite Alan
Greenspan’s admission that he was wrong that markets would selfcorrect under the drive for self-interest by the players—he was referring
to financial markets and the role of banks in particular in the global
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financial crisis of 2008—the new generation of Caribbean economists
seemed to scarcely notice. Another celebrated neoclassical economist of
the 1990s, Jeffrey Sachs, also dropped his one-size-fits-all free-market
recommendations that brought him fame and has evolved into a bitter
critic of the anti-people and anti-environmental outcomes of unbridled
capitalism. His transformation does not seem to have stimulated
reflection among the Caribbean’s neoliberal thinkers.
While the economists trained in the 1980s simply did not engage the
critical tradition, there were several economists who had hitherto worked
somewhere in the critical tradition who seemed to abandon their
perspectives and the problematics that had engaged them, and moved
seamlessly, almost overnight, into rationalizing, justifying, and then
promoting the Washington Consensus. Others took up the oblique
critique of capitalism implicit in the UN agenda for the MDGs, SDGs,
and the green economy.
Political scientists shifted their interests to polling and public
administration, implicitly limiting their analytical focus to existing
governance arrangements, with critiques around issues of inefficiency
and corruption within the status quo. Interest in new and more historically
appropriate forms of governance disappeared. All the social sciences,
but especially political science and sociology, lost students to management
studies, with the burgeoning prestige of entrepreneurship and business
careers in general. Poverty attracted the attention of sociologists, and so
did crime. What drove these transformations of the disciplinary research
agendas and how they proceeded deserves a thorough analysis.
In summary, the retreat from critical thought and the embrace of
neoliberalism overtook teaching programs, academic research, and
policy analysis. Critique now takes the oblique form of support for
sustainable development, unequal gender relations, adaptation to climate
change, transitioning to green economies, economic inclusion, all of
which are implicit critiques of capitalism in general, within a global
context of retreat. These are the issues around which debate can be
joined, whereas the apparent triumph of capitalism over socialism
attracts little intellectual attention in the Caribbean. To the next
generation, alternatives to capitalism simply do not exist.

Caribbean Economic Thought: Current Challenges
The CARICOM Caribbean—the English-speaking countries, some
British colonies, Haiti and Suriname—is facing an existential crisis. They
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are heavily indebted even as their export earning potential is disappearing.
Many have swung from the traditional monocrop dependence to the
new dependence on tourism, which COVID-19 has shut down, at least
temporarily. They face profound social crises manifesting themselves in
violent crime and various other forms of social indiscipline. The whole
region is vulnerable to natural hazards—hurricanes, earthquakes, and
volcanoes—and the hurricanes and other storms in particular seem to
have been intensifying as the climate changes. Most recently, these
islands and mainland territories have been hit by COVID-19, which
portends further pandemics in the future.
New thinking on the development prospects and paths for the region’s
people is urgently needed. Neoliberal thinking has articulated a policy
framework that has deepened inequalities, intensified indebtedness,
neglected social needs, and made no substantial progress in generating
hard currency earnings.
Much has changed since the interruption of the critical tradition.
Technological changes have transformed communication, production,
and consumption. Geopolitical changes present the region with new
opportunities and new threats. Climate change can no longer be ignored,
and indeed must come to the center of critical thought. So, too, public
health, which has long been a necessity for economic activity, but has
been taken for granted by austerity programs. Migration is attractive
especially to the young, educated, and productive, while retirees and
deportees are returning. The promises of political Independence have not
been realized. Much more knowledge about everything is available and
accessible today than 60 years ago.
The patterns of underdevelopment that Lewis and the Plantation
Economists and their New World colleagues who followed him identified
and analyzed persist and are still evident today, though masked by market
relations, and justified by the ideology that advocates the supremacy of
market forces. The manifestations of these that Lewis saw are often more
blatant in some Caribbean countries today than when he wrote. Lewis
began his celebrated work with descriptions of rural overpopulation as
disguised unemployment and its urban counterpart in hustling activities
and petty trades. Similarly, the “plantation sector” in Jamaica still
dominates the best lands, although instead of producing sugar the lands
are used for the entertainment of tourists or sold off to housing, while
small farmers are either landless or cultivating very challenging hillsides
or other marginal lands. The work of the scholars in the critical
tradition still presents excellent starting points for understanding
current development challenges in the Caribbean and can carry the
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current generation of social scientists some way toward articulating
solutions. But, there is more to be done by the current generation.

New Perspectives
Revisit Political Economy in the Era of Information and
Communication Technology
Political economy as practiced by the Classical economists and Marx has
always been more insightful into the problems of economic development
than neoclassical economics with its focus on static allocation of scarce
resources by the interplay of market forces. Development is fundamentally
a dynamic problem unsuited for static analysis, and the assumption of
scarce resources also assumes away the historical circumstances that
caused resources to be scarce in the social and economic senses.
Political economy needs to be updated to take account of the rapid
changes of technology and especially the determining roles played by
information technology. For example, the unit of analysis for
Caribbean development may more properly include the Caribbean
diaspora, and by doing so, political economy of the region will
recognize migration as a central feature of the region’s experiences.
Similarly, the old political economy had a narrower focus on social
class whereas the socio-economic structure of the Caribbean countries
has long been complexified by race and gender. The digital divide
determined by who has meaningful and affordable access to the
internet is yet another cleavage in society that ought to be prioritized
for social and economic analysis.
Political economic analysis bases the dynamic of an economy on the
nature of the process of capital accumulation. In modern societies, capital
accumulation through profit is often overshadowed by the accumulation
of rents from patents and licenses as well as speculation in financial
markets. For Jamaica, speculation against the exchange rate between the
Jamaican and the US dollar has been playing an increasing role in wealth
accumulation, and hence the growing economic inequality. Caribbean
countries will see a growing outflow of economic surplus to owners of
technology, especially information technology, in the future. An updated
political economy must explain the dynamic of these societies by the
new forms of capital accumulation that have driven these economies,
the relative importance of the various forms—capital as opposed to
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rents, and the types of rents—and the retention share of these surpluses
for reinvestment in the region.
The studies of the institutional structure of production in the
Caribbean economies and the structural relations that bind them into
the periphery of the global economy have been insightful. More needs
to be done to analyze the new ways in which traditional institutions,
such as plantations and MNCs in the Caribbean, are shaping the
development potential in the twenty-first century. Even more important
is the investigation into new institutional forms that have become
feasible in the era of information technology, such as networking of
small producers among themselves and with large production and
marketing entities. Political economy must go beyond explaining why
these economies are uncompetitive in the global economy to showing
how they can be competitive. The challenge is all the greater for
small economies that are unable to sustain protective barriers for small
producers, and their openness essentially forces small producers to be
competitive in their domestic markets as well.

More Attention to the Dialectic Between Humans and Nature
Marx modeled the accumulation process as schemes of reproduction
in which the output today enters as inputs in the production system
tomorrow, nowadays called the circular economy. This is an indirect
critique of a linear view of production that appropriates resources from
the environment, processes them into consumer goods, and dumps
the left-overs from the production process as useless waste back
into the natural environment. Environmentalists see the circular economy
as the model for sustainable management of natural resources that
protects the natural environment from pollution.
People and their natural environment are the two basic resources of
society. It is self-evident that the economic system that does not include
the masses of people and pollutes the environment is self-destructive.
With the rapid growth of robotization, human labor is becoming less
essential to production systems, even as it poses the issue of where the
purchasing power for the output of the robots will come from if people
are not earning incomes.
The relationship between humans and their environment is the
ultimate basis of society. It is now clear that the negative impacts of everexpanding human production and consumption within capitalist
economies have wreaked great damage to the natural environment, and
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stimulated changes in the global climate. The COVID-19 pandemic has
raised the further issue of how human engagement with the natural
environment releases viruses that sickens and kills millions of people
and shuts down human societies even more completely than major wars.8
Political economy must now embrace the problematic of the natural
environment explicitly, and especially climate change and public health,
integrally into the framework for analysis of socio-economic
development. Marx’s political economy was based on dialectical and
historical materialism which saw the relations of humans with their
environment as changing both the environment as humans shaped it for
their own use, and the humans themselves who were changed by the
interaction. In that tradition of political economy, the relationships
between humans and the natural environment formed the basis for
society conceived of as a web or tapestry of relations of humans among
themselves.
The critique of modern capitalism by environmentalists demands
that the relations with Nature be brought to the center of the analysis,
and hence the strategies for greening the economy. The observation
that under capitalism, the forest has no value until it is cut down,
speaks to the contradictions between the survival of the natural
environment and unbridled profit-seeking of capitalism. Capitalism
has adapted over the years to social pressures and technological
changes. It may be that economic development in the Caribbean will
have to find ways of accommodating capitalism given its global
political power. How to manage dependent capitalism, given its wellknown contradictions and constraints on human development is the
major challenge. Neoliberalism has developed its own tools and
criteria for economic management, with little attention to the
environment and the inclusion of small and micro-producers, working
people, and vulnerable persons. Modern political economy must go
beyond this and forge a management approach that is respectful of
the environment while being inclusive.

Investigate the Ways Capitalism Has Been Differentiating Itself,
Even Reinventing Itself Globally, but Especially in the Periphery
Central to the investigation of how capitalism renews itself continuously
is understanding the changes in the capital accumulation processes and
how they are shaped by monetary forces and speculative forces, as well
as technological change. In the old political economy, the focus was
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primarily on the accumulation of capital embodied in material production
and ultimately based on human labor. Finance capital has long dominated
the other forms of capital—such as industrial and merchant capital—that
it uses to reproduce money capital. It also profits from speculative cycles
in monetary instruments. The separation of the real from the monetary
sectors is now so clear that the US economy can be in recession in terms
of production of goods and services while the stock market is booming.
Technological change has continuously driven increases in human
productivity that open new spheres for profit making. Today, especially
in the throes of the pandemic, robotization has been accelerating rapidly
with the application of artificial intelligence in control engineering that
has completely eliminated human labor from processes such as the
movement of containers on a port in China, the 3-D printing of houses
and even human organs, and just about anything else. Of course, the
question is where will purchasing power come from to buy the output of
workers who are unemployed, and if the rest of the world is too poor.
Poor countries that host high-tech mining companies are likely to see
driverless vehicles and automated mining processes. What returns will
host economies extract from the mining companies, and how will these
be invested to create economic activity for the citizens of these countries?
Retailing has been switching to online modalities at the expense of brickand-mortar traditional shops and stores. Orders can be filled by driverless
vehicles and drones. What is the future of retailing business in poor
countries?
Capitalism has also succeeded in providing cheap consumer goods
that meet the needs of those who can afford them. To the extent that the
cheap goods imitate the equivalent expensive commodities—for
example, sneakers, telephones, electrical and electronic appliances—
they encourage the identification of the working people with the lifestyles
of the upper classes.

Review the Class/Gender/Race/Ethnicity/Nationality/Caste
Relations that Characterize the New Forms of Capitalism
The principal aspects of the social relations of production will vary
across social formations. For example, in the Caribbean class, race,
and gender are the principal aspects of social relations. In Jamaica, it
is necessary to assess the transformation of working people, primarily
Black people, into micro-, small- and medium-sized entrepreneurs,
and analyze the tension between the competition for resources with big
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capital primarily owned by White (and socially White) local and foreign
businesspersons, on the one hand, and the cooperation between these two
groups in mutually beneficial networks on the other hand. Technological
possibilities are affording opportunities for micro-, small- and mediumsized entrepreneurs to establish businesses as well as to network with big
commercial entities to access capital, and marketing and other business
services so as to participate in economies of scale.
Equally, the differential educational development between genders
has led to females playing increasing roles in the professions,
entrepreneurial activities, and more broadly, the supply of services, as
well as executive leadership of major business organizations. This has
implications for the gender relations in the traditional household
economy, and for the leadership of several sectors in the economy. There
is an increasingly urgent developmental challenge to include males, who
do not pursue education and training, in the economy of the future so as
to undermine the tendencies for social indiscipline, the extreme form
being criminal behavior.

Social Being Is Giving Way to Social Media in Determining Social
Consciousness
In the era of ICT, social being is giving way to social media in determining
social consciousness, which implies new forms of organization and new
modes of organizing are required for social change.
One of the major consequences of the neoliberal hold over the
economy has been the promotion of individualism to the point where
collective action has lost its appeal as a mode of protest. In Jamaica,
traditional community action and organized labor have been severely
weakened. In the case of organized labor, public policies sought to
circumscribe union organizations (e.g., denying labor unions access
to Free Zones), to weaken public protection of labor, and to ignore the
proliferation of precarious forms of employment. As the labor unions
became weaker and less effective, the rationale for individuals to pursue
self-interest rather than collective action increased. To be sure, the
decline of union membership is a global phenomenon, and there is little
evidence that the union leadership is renewing and modernizing its
movement in an era where precarious forms of labor abound.
Similarly, the tendency for individuals to coalesce around mutual
self-interests that spawned a range of interest groups working for social
change of one sort or another has all but disappeared. Much of it had
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been led by volunteers, especially by elements of the middle classes. Not
only was the orientation to voluntarism undermined by the promotion of
individualism, but the economic policies also weakened the middle
classes and made voluntarism unaffordable for those who were still so
inclined.
For Marx, social being determined social consciousness in the
societies he studied in the nineteenth century. In the era of social media
in the twenty-first century, there are other influences on social
consciousness, with the extreme cases of individuals appearing to act
against their objective interests. Workers voting for politicians who
promote anti-worker legislation and policies, small farmers supporting
land reform policies that benefit large landholders, and women not
supporting gender legislation designed to protect their rights and interests
are some common examples around the world. Successful mobilization
for social change has to calibrate these attitudes accurately and use social
media effectively in new forms of organization.
Political scientists have to go beyond comparing and analyzing
popularity polls and work with sociologists and social psychologists to
explain the reasons for the views that are measured by these polls. This
is all the more challenging where the social consensus on what constitutes
fact and truth breaks down as was dramatically shown in the Trump
years in the United States.
After 60 years of political Independence in the Caribbean and parts of
Africa, there is enough experience, evidence, and knowledge to assess
the relevance of the inherited colonial governance structures with a view
to designing and implementing a modern architecture for decisionmaking and the implementation of public policy. Unlike Caribbean
countries where indigenous societies and their governance structures
were totally obliterated, African societies have traditional governance
structures that can be reinterpreted at the local, regional, and national
levels to lead their historically specific development processes.

Analytical Framework
The Center-periphery System Is Still Valid
The center-periphery system is still valid, complexified by the information
communication relations that interpenetrate the traditional dependency
relations, and the proliferations of sub-centers, many of which are subnational. The challenge is to understand the dynamics of the relations
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of dependence, and the changing balance of power and influence, to
navigate our countries’ development through the international trade,
investment, market, and political relations.
Whereas the center-periphery relations of the past were defined by
trade and investment flows, there are now additional links of
communication through the internet which are shaping the form and
content of capital flows, trade relations, and technological dependence.
On the one hand, the relations between the center and the periphery are
more opaque, but on the other, access to information technology allows
the countries in the periphery to deconstruct these relations and forge
new ones within the periphery, as well as with sections of the center, so
as to exercise more autonomy over their development options.
It is now possible to cultivate relations with the Diaspora to include
their ideas and resources in the development strategies and projects
for their home countries. This implies that the unit of analysis for
development purposes should transcend terrestrial and marine boundaries
to include communities in the Diaspora. For Caribbean countries,
especially the island territories, expanding the unit of analysis beyond
the terrestrial to include the marine has long been an imperative, and it is
now getting attention with a focus on the “Blue Economy.”
Analysis of the development of countries in the periphery has to be
set in the international context in which they were formed. In a fluid
international order, assessing the external forces on an economy and
their interaction with the internal social forces requires constant
monitoring and analysis. For the countries of the periphery, understanding
the shifting balance of external and internal forces, and the interaction
between them, on the economy, on the politics, and the society in general
requires immense acumen, acuity, and information. Caribbean countries
have been directly tied into the major developed centers of the global
economy. In other parts of the developing world, countries are tied to
sub-centers of developed capitalist countries, sometimes making it all
the more difficult to decipher the international context.

Dependent Capitalism: Processes and the Institutions that
Sustain Them
Capitalism has been constantly adapting to changing global conditions,
in part driven by technological change, and in a sense, there are different
capitalisms. For example, the US variant differs from the European, and
the Chinese seem to have developed yet another version. So too, the forms
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of dependent capitalism vary around the defining feature of an externally
driven capital accumulation process with the supporting technological,
trade, institutional, cultural, and communication processes. The transfer of
surplus from dependent capitalist economies is increasingly invisible, as
gold and other forms of specie and banknotes are replaced by digital claims
transferred through the internet. Furthermore, the forms of income that are
transferred include traditional profits and interest, and old and new forms of
rents or service payments, especially for technology. The recipients of these
transfers are increasingly opaque, hidden behind the names of corporate
entities and international organizations, and sometimes camouflaged by an
apparently wide distribution of ownership, since power lies with the holders
of the largest shares in the unequal distribution of assets.
It remains essential to the analysis of dependent capitalism to monitor
and assess the surplus outflows. Countries will be hard pressed to finance
these outflows and essential imports with the proceeds of exports of
goods and services. Inevitably, development will require managing the
external payments with policies that retain surpluses or at least slow
down the rate of outflow, substituting for imports where possible, and
maximizing the net returns from the exports of goods and services.
The fundamental assumption here is that disconnection from the world
capitalist system does not seem feasible in the foreseeable future. However,
the growing internal antagonisms—technological, political, geopolitical—
within the major capitalist countries point to the weakening of the global
system, with the ever-present potential of war to maintain its hegemony.
Capitalism has proved to be resilient despite its internal contradictions.

Problematics
There is now 80 years (since World War II) of global experience with
the analysis and praxis of development for the periphery of the world
capitalist economy, and hence many lessons to guide governments in the
next 80 years.

Governance
Broaden the Democratic Processes of Consultation
In the Caribbean, this can be done by utilizing electronic channels for
communications between the government and the people, including
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those in the diaspora, and facilitating meaningful participation with
community organizations and other organs of civil society. In societies
with traditional local government institutions, ways have to be found
to incorporate them within the democratic processes of the respective
countries. Some societies have created new processes, such as the Cuban
system of consultation from the neighborhood through the municipalities
to the national assembly.
Sharpen the Definitions of Political Representation
Political representatives in the Parliament and local government councils need
to have clearly defined job descriptions that include regular accountability
to their constituents. Cynicism with the political system derives in part from
the sense of the electorate that except for the election campaigns, political
representatives have priorities—personal, partisan, and even international—
that supersede the interests of their constituents. Mandated periodic
consultations between the representatives and their constituents will allow
for a matching of achievements with promises and keep the priorities of the
people at the top of the agendas of their representatives.
Strengthen the Efficiency and Effectiveness of Governance Processes
In many countries, governance processes were inherited from the colonial
order. Colonial governance processes were designed to keep the colony
subjugated to the mother country for its purposes of surplus extraction and
geopolitical interests. These governance processes were instituted to resist
social changes, not to promote them. Development requires agile, flexible,
and responsive governance processes. This can be achieved by delegating
more responsibility for implementation to accountable public servants
to break the bottleneck of centralized decision-making that served the
interests of colonial rule. Instituting processes and mechanisms to require
and foster collaboration among the various organs of the government are
essential to establishing governance processes that drive development
instead of retarding it. In short, the colonial bureaucracy must be revamped
completely as Rwanda is showing today with its abolition of all colonial
laws and the formulation of new ones to guide its development.

Organization of Production
Establish Forms of Production that Enhance Labor Productivity
Critical thought has documented the role of plantations and MNCs
in the organization of production and the transfer of surplus from the
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dependent periphery. It is probably the history of exploitation that
inclines the descendants of the ex-slaves and ex-indentured servants to
prefer to work for themselves rather than be employed in command labor
regimes that direct labor for simple tasks. The challenge is to increase
labor productivity for the benefit of both these small entrepreneurs and
the country as a whole. Critical thought must now discover new forms
of production that are culturally appropriate, compatible with modern
technologies, facilitate labor productivity, and allows workers to share
in the surpluses generated. Perhaps, networking of production units
is one form, and certainly appropriate for food processing and export
production. In some sectors of some countries, cooperatives and other
collective forms of production have proven to be effective in fostering
growth through increases in scale and in productivity.
Democratize or Nationalize the Monopolies Rooted in
the Colonial Relationships
Import monopolies for basic foods suggest themselves for broadening
local ownership with democratic structures. Strategic suppliers of goods
and services like energy imports and utilities are better placed to serve
the development process as publicly owned entities with the participation
of the State.

Distribution of Income
Land Reform
The inequality of income derives from the historical inequality of
ownership of property, and particularly property in land. The redistribution
of access to land is the highest priority and consideration should be given
to the use of leasehold rather than freehold. Leasehold allows for the
society to reclaim land that is not being used or even abused. Again,
where societies have indigenous land tenure systems, their potential role
in development alongside more modern forms of ownership needs to be
assessed. In addition to productivity, development strategies must ensure
the sustainable use of natural resources as well as social stability.
Incentives
The redistribution of government incentives is another instrument to
redress the inequality of opportunity, and by extension the inequality of
income. Incentives can support new businesses, and particularly small and
medium enterprises which are the main employers in the modern economy.
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Regulation of Principal Markets: Capital, Labor, Land,
Environmental Services
1. Markets must be regulated in the interest of the society they serve.
The technological developments and the information revolution
enable better management, but also present greater possibilities
for non-compliance with regulations, and the inevitable
speculative opportunities that come with markets out of balance.
Regulation is inescapably a dynamic process requiring real-time
decision-making.
2. Capital markets are the most difficult to manage because of the
lightning mobility of capital. Developing economies need longterm investments that support sustainable use of natural resources,
minimize the use of petro-carbon based energy, build adaptations
to climate change and promote inclusiveness. Mobilizing
investment capital with the appropriate incentives from the
segments of the international market that seek returns in “green”
activities should be the first priority.
3. Labor markets that sustain the ILO’s decent work agenda require
ample resources for constant monitoring of both the supply of,
and the demand for labor.
4. The principal markets for environmental services are the markets
for land and water. Sustainable use of land, and the resources it
contains like water and minerals, is the essential basis of
sustainable development which is the best long-run strategy for
managing the impact of climate change.

Human Development
Human development is the central purpose of social and economic
development and hence government policy. The principal services
are education and health which are central to all aspects of human
development. Education has a particular role to play in molding creative,
productive, and disciplined, law-abiding citizens. Colonial education
systems have to be radically reformed especially in the age of the
internet when more emphasis can be placed on learning stimulated by
teaching methods that fire up students’ imaginations and inspire them
to learn. With the internet offering access to limitless information—and
misinformation—students need to learn how to learn. That is, students
need methodologies for discerning fact, assessing data and information,
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and interpreting narratives. Pumping information that is soon outdated
into students is counterproductive. Students need to be multilingual
with proficiency in some international language, sensitive to methods
of quantitative analysis and have a clear understanding of the historical
origins of their societies and the relationships of those societies with
their natural environments. With this basis, they can explore the branches
of knowledge that excite them, and develop the skills that make them
economically productive citizens who are respectful of their fellow
human beings and Nature.
COVID-19 has shown that ill-health shut down the entire world and
that lifestyles that promote wellness are the best guards against ill-health.

Development Issues
By way of summary, two broad categories of development issues demand
critical analysis and problem-solving.
1. Traditional issues ultimately revolve around addressing poverty
that is explained by the inequality of income and opportunity. These
in turn often arise from the unequal distribution of land and
government support. Economic growth reinforces these inequalities
unless it is inclusive. Poverty, in the ultimate sense of inadequate
resources, limits opportunities for quality education, health,
housing, and security, and by extension human development.
2. In addition to the traditional development challenges, peripheral
societies will have to manage the impact of climate change, the
impact of pandemics, and find ways to channel the forces of
technology to support their development efforts
Accordingly, the new political economy of development must include
and take account of the dialectic between people and their environment
arising from their social and economic activity. Advocacy for sustainable
development will then find a context in the critique of dependent
capitalism.
This is an outline of an approach to rescue the critical tradition and
re-shape it for the current and future challenges of interpreting our world
so we can change it. This is the challenge for a new generation of scholars
and artists. Amanda Gorman, the young poet whose brilliance lit up the
inauguration of US President Biden in January 2021, raises hopes that
there are many more like her.
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Continuing Sam’s Work
There are parallels between thought developed in the Southern AfricanIndian-Brazilian nexus that Sam forged and Caribbean thought, and
differences that suggest that scholars working in both traditions have much
to learn from each other. Broadly, there is a common interest in promoting
critical imaginations and research everywhere, particularly to stimulate
youth engagement in grappling with the development problematics. This
will entail exploring the use of audiovisual research reports that have a
wider audience among young people than traditional print.
Sam’s memory will be honored by efforts to re-energize the intercontinental scope of the work of the Sam Moyo African Institute for
Agrarian Studies with comparative studies and inter- and intra-continental
dialogues from critical perspectives.
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Notes
1. Professor Mark Figueroa has pointed out some of these antecedents to the
work of W. Arthur Lewis, including Lewis’ own references to ideas that
predated his. In a recent presentation, he has suggested that Ida Greaves,
a Barbadian, preceded Lewis in her critique of colonialism and should be
credited with the pioneering role in Caribbean economic thought.
2. The modern conception of expanded economic reproduction is economic
growth. There are subtle differences between the two concepts, but it is the
similarities with which this discussion is concerned.
3. Professor Figueroa, who has spent many years studying Lewis’ work and
its policy implications, has pointed out in correspondence with me that
the attribution of government policy in the Caribbean to Lewis has been
exaggerated, and that governments’ adoption of the export-propelled growth
policy may have had nothing to do with Lewis’ work per se.
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4. Personal correspondence with Professor Figueroa on roots of plantation
economy.
5. The land seized by the English was vested in their monarchy and referred to
as Crown lands.
6. Some plantation economists saw the applicability of this framework more
widely wherever plantation production for export dominated a colonial
economy, as well as the US South seen as a part of “plantation America”
because of the dominance of plantation production-based initially on slave
labor for the production of cotton for “export” to Britain and the economy of
the Northern states of the United States.
7. Norman Girvan wrote a comprehensive description of the trends of thought,
the themes and probslematiques they focused on, and the relationships
among them; see Girvan (2006).
8. There is a view, for example, that campaigns to eliminate the tsetse fly
opened up access for humans to move deeper into the forests where they
encountered one of the deadliest of diseases, Ebola.
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